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This paper presents the design, implementation, and performance evaluation of an 

approach to supporting host mobility in the wireless Internet. We observe that a single IP 
address conventionally serves dual purposes: a network-level routing directive and an 
endpoint identity of a certain session in transport or upper layers. Therefore, when a host 
affiliates with a new IP address due to movements, any pre-established active session 
thereupon suffers outage. Unlike prior schemes exploiting mobility agents, we propose 
to let a host use two IP addresses for network- and transport-layer identifications, respec-
tively, and introduce a translation table that associates the two identities. Such an asso-
ciation results from querying or dynamic updates to the Domain Name System, or from 
direct message exchanges between two communication peers so as to optimize delivery 
paths. Simulation results show that our scheme outperforms counterpart Mobile IP and 
Mobile IPv6, in terms of communication delay, packet error rate, message space over-
head, and potential packet loss during handoffs. Additionally, qualitative discussions 
conclude that our proposal lends itself to IPv4 and IPv6 interconnected networks, or 
multi-tier environment such as wireless Local Area Networks and mobile telecommuni-
cation overlay systems. 
 
Keywords: mobile network, TCP/IP, mobile Internet protocol, domain name system, 
route optimization, ingress filtering, address translation 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Given the prolific advancement of portable communication devices and current 
trend towards ubiquitous computing, one can retain network connectivities over a wire-
less medium in the course of movements. While this facilitates a mobile user’s conven-
ient access to the Internet services anytime and anywhere, incorrect message delivery 
results. The problem stems from that an IP address conventionally serves both as an 
endpoint identity in transport layer and a network-level routing directive ⎯ each session, 
once established on a host, is decisively bound to the local IP address. Consequently 
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when the host affiliates with a new IP address due to changing attachment points to the 
system, any ongoing session is disrupted. It is nontrivial to contend with the problem 
since tight resource constraints on mobile nodes and low bandwidth of unreliable wire-
less links form aggravating denominators which make traditional TCP/IP communication 
paradigms untenable in this setting [2, 4, 5]. 

To streamline communication with mobile nodes, the research community has pro-
posed to augment the Internet Protocol (IP), namely Mobile IP [25] or Mobile IPv6 [14], 
to hide varying host locations from higher layer services. In this light, most current 
schemes rely on additional entities (mobility agents) to avoid modifying protocol fabrics 
in existing Internet nodes to the extent possible [6, 24-27]. These schemes incorporate 
legacy considerations, yet at the potential expense of limited efficiency and on a premise 
that mobility support is available only in the presence of a local mobility agent. These 
prerequisites impede widespread applications. 

As a remedy, we develop an efficient approach without exploiting any mobility 
agent. We designate a mobile host to use two IP addresses for network- and higher-level 
identifications, respectively. The former signifies the host IP address in present use for 
correct routing, whereas the latter a unique session on the end host. A translation table is 
introduced to associate the two addresses. Such an association is derived from querying 
or performing secure dynamic updates to the Domain Name System (DNS) [18, 19], or is 
learned from direct message exchanges between two communication parties. In this man-
ner, correspondent nodes aware of the host current location can deliver packets straight-
way towards the destination. 

Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with Mobile IP or Mobile IPv6 reveal that 
our scheme is promising in several dimensions (see sections 4 and 5). A salient, unique 
strength is that our decoupled addressing approach allows of independent usage of dif-
ferent-layered protocols, which is unattainable in Mobile IP or Mobile IPv6 networks. 
Our approach applies to Internet nodes using IPv6 as the underlying stratum while 
higher-level connection establishment is still IPv4-based. In other words, our approach 
benefits the legacy protocol stack; existing higher-layer protocols remain operative with-
out knowledge of IPv6 in actual use. Therefore a replacement for IPv4 does not affect 
overlying protocols. This favors phased-in IPv6 and the evolution of network develop-
ment. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A terse description of previous 
research is provided in the next section. Section 3 elaborates on our observations and 
developments in full. Kernel functions implemented to interface with TCP/IP protocols 
are illuminated as well. Section 4 discusses our design in applicability aspects such as 
backward compatibility, security considerations, in IPv4 and IPv6 interconnected net-
works or in multi-tier environment. Section 5 exhibits performance results relative to 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposals. Lastly section 6 concludes this study. 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

Mobile IP is an IETF standard specified to support transparent routing of datagrams 
to mobile nodes in the Internet. Insights and emerging applications of the protocol can be 
found in [1, 12, 15, 21]. To summarize, each mobile node has a permanent home address. 
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On a local network, there is a router termed mobility agent serving for mobile hosts as an 
attachment point to the system. A mobility agent whose network prefix mis-matches that 
of a mobile node's home address is said to be foreign to the node, or home otherwise. 
Mobility agents advertise their presence regularly via control messages, enabling mobile 
hosts to decide where to attach to. 

A mobile host, upon each switch over to a new network, registers a locally acquired 
care-of address with its home agent. With knowledge of a binding between the host home 
address and care-of address, the home agent intercepts and tunnels future datagrams for 
the registered host by means of IP encapsulation [22, 23]. This detour routing implies 
communication delay and a burden on the networking entities along the path. To tackle 
such inefficiency, leverages known as route optimization have been devised in the fol-
lowing lines [26]. As with base Mobile IP redirecting traffic to a mobile host, the home 
agent replies correspondent nodes with an appropriate Binding Update message in addi-
tion. Correspondent nodes thus cache the host care-of address so that own datagrams can 
hereinafter reach that communication peer through direct tunneling. Despite being effec-
tive, these extensions require protocol changes on a potentially overwhelming vast set of 
Internet nodes. 

Base Mobile IP is also subject to ingress filtering [10] which mandates routers to 
forward only outward packets with source addresses belonging to the same local network. 
In this case, routing is no longer independent of packets’ source address. Since a mobile 
node originates packets invariably using its home address as the source address, a topo-
logically correct reverse tunnel is provided when the host visits a foreign network [20]. 
The tunnel spanning from the mobile host care-of address up to the home agent conveys 
datagrams issued by the host. The home agent next decapsulates and forwards the re-
ceived datagrams onto the local link. Henceforth, normal delivery proceeds as if the 
packets were sent by the mobile host itself. This scheme, however, accounts for longer 
routing paths and nontrivial load at home agents. 

Mobile IPv6 by Johnson and Perkins [7, 14] operates with a similar flavor but pro-
visions marked improvements over Mobile IP. Among others, supports for route optimi-
zation and ingress filtering have been embedded as ingredient rather than optional part of 
the protocol. For this purpose, new IPv6 extension headers, Routing Header and Destina-
tion Options, are defined. The Routing Header is tagged by correspondent nodes to opti-
mize their communication with a mobile host. In practice, given a packet to be sent, an 
IPv6 node indicates the mobile host care-of address cached a priori as the destination 
address and the host home address in the Routing Header as the final destination. The 
packet will then reach the mobile node directly and the intended protocol thereof. More-
over, for ingress filtering, a mobile host uses its current care-of address as packet's source, 
and adds a Destination Options header signifying its home address. Hence such packets 
will transit foreign network routers correctly. 

Two remarks on IPv6 routing are drawn for a mobile node situated away from home. 
First, it suffices to examine datagrams’ basic and extension headers for delivery to or 
from the mobile node. Further IP encapsulations are not needed as in Mobile IP. Second, 
packets in this case carry additional Routing or Destination Options headers, which de-
facto reflects message space overhead and delays routing to some degree. 

Other than Mobile IP, a study in [13] employs IP Loose Source Route option instead 
of encapsulation techniques for datagram delivery. This proposal necessitates the in-
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volvement of mobility agents in routing process. Nonetheless, under the circumstance 
that most Internet hosts are unable to perform correct route reversal, packets may there-
fore not be expedited from correspondent nodes back to mobile hosts as the option speci-
fied. Another issue is concerned with performance, that is, packets carrying this type of 
option might receive poor service from general routers. 

An approach by Snoeren and Balakrishnan adopts dynamic updates to the Domain 
Name System to track host whereabouts [28]. Existing transport connections are retained 
by introducing a MIGRATE_WAIT state into the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
state transition diagram and a novel set of Migrate options in the SYN segment. This 
scheme is said to be end-to-end in the sense that established sessions are enabled to ne-
gotiate seamlessly a change in endpoint IP addresses without using any intermediaries 
like mobility agents. Notably this approach requires no modifications to IP substrate but 
tailors transport protocols and applications at end hosts. 

Gupta and Reddy present a redirection protocol for implementing transparent client 
access to network services [11]. This proposal is suited to several dimensions such as 
mobile environment. In this respect, a mobile host instructs its home agent to notify cor-
respondent nodes where to reach the host. Correspondent nodes next substitute future 
packets' destination addresses properly to the current location of the mobile node. This 
effectively amounts to redirecting IP packet flow from traffic origin sites without utiliz-
ing tunneling. On the other hand, the mobile host sends outgoing datagrams with its 
care-of address as the source. Datagrams are translated by the recipient node before be-
ing handed to higher layers as if they came from the home address. This scheme might 
lead to repeated interactions between mobile hosts, home agents and correspondent 
nodes, causing signaling overhead. 

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

In view of above deficiencies in Mobile IP-based schemes, we propose an end-to- 
end approach to supporting host mobility instead of using any mobility agents to mediate 
in communication activities. For better reasoning, this section describes our approach in 
the context of IPv4 network environment. The design tenet presented here applies 
equally to an IPv6 setting as well. 
 
3.1 Overview 
 

Conventional TCP/IP communication progresses under a central assumption that a 
host IP address is used not only for routing purpose, but also for identifying certain ses-
sion thereon. In other words, a transport- or higher-layer connection is statically coupled 
with the local IP address in current use. When the host moves to another network, the 
coupling becomes invalidated because of underlying IP address discrepancy. Conse-
quently, all sessions established in light of the coupling will time out with a termination. 

The basic idea behind our proposal, referred to as IP-decoupling approach, is to let a 
host use two IP addresses for network- and higher-level identifications, respectively. The 
former, termed network-identifier (NID) address in this text, indicates the current loca-
tion of the host, whereas the latter, host-identifier (HID) address, determines a session 
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endpoint in transport layer or above. Notice that HID remains unchanged wherever the 
host migrates, as opposed to NID which alters upon host movements. Additionally we 
use a table to associate the two addresses for translating packet flow between network 
and upper layers. The addressing associations derive from responses to DNS queries, 
secure updates to the name system, or are deduced from message exchanges between two 
communication parties. Either communicating side is thereby enabled to correlate an 
appropriate NID address with the session’s HID address in question. To optimize route, 
the NID address is utilized for direct packet delivery towards the destination node with-
out tunneling. 

Our approach is embodied in a software module interfacing with transport and net-
work layers. The diagram below shows the relative position of our development (grayed 
part) in terms of the overall TCP/IP protocol suite. 

 
 
3.2 HID Option 
 

We use a fixed HID address to locate one endpoint of a session that connects two 
Internet hosts. Since the HID in use may differ from the underlying NID address over 
host migrations, we propose a new IP option for outgoing packets to convey additional 
information so that each recipient node can resolve which endpoint the packet actually 
comes from or addresses to. In practice, the IP Option part of Fig. 1 (a) accommodates 
the information, whose format is outlined in Fig. 1 (b). Note that integer 42 characterizes 
this type of option. When the Length field records 5, the option carries the source end-
point’s HID address if the Src/Dst field is 0, or the destination endpoint’s HID address  

 
(a) General structure of IP datagrams. 

 
(b) Formats of the proposed HID option. 

Fig. 1. Generic structure of an IP datagram with HID option. 
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otherwise. When the Length field is 8, both the source and destination Endpoints’ HID 
addresses are present. 
 
3.3 NID and HID Addresses Assignments 
 

We stipulate that a mobile node initiates new sessions assigning its current NID ad-
dress as the HID address, which will last the session's lifetime. Such assignments are 
exemplified in Fig. 2, where the mobile node is presumed to use NID address ipm origi-
nally. The mobile host activates two sessions toward its communication peer, at events 1 
and 4b, respectively. The second session is set up (event 4b) while the previous one is in 
progress (event 4a.) Remarkably a host may allocate distinct HIDs for connection estab-
lishments along with migrations. 

 
Fig. 2. Example of HID address assignments. 

 
We assume that a mobile node is able to secure an IP address, from some local Dy-

namic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server [8], for instance, whenever switching 
to a new network. In that case, the mobile host also notifies correspondent nodes of its 
new NID address. Aspired from Binding Update messages in Mobile IPv6, we approach 
these notifications using an ICMP Echo Request plus a designated HID option (Fig. 3). 
In this way, each packet is sent using the source and destination hosts’ current NID ad-
dresses. Datagrams traverse an optimized route yet free from being ingress filtered. 
 
3.4 Locating a Mobile Node 
 

As in [28], this study takes advantage of the widely-deployed Domain Name System 
(DNS) to locate a mobile node. Because most Internet applications resolve host names to 
an IP address at the beginning of a transaction or a connection, this mechanism is viable 
in our architecture. As illustrated in Fig. 4, when a mobile host acquires a new IP address 
upon movements, it invokes a secure update procedure [9] to the root name server (step 
1). Therefore, in response to any DNS query by a prospective correspondent node,  
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Fig. 3. ICMP Echo Request with HID option. 

 
Fig. 4. Using DNS queries to locate an internet host. Upon changing the IP address, a mobile host 

performs a secure DNS update and informs correspondent nodes of its new location. 

 
the server returns the latest NID address of the mobile host (step 2). We set the Time-To- 
Live field of the DNS A-records for all mobile nodes to zero, to prevent stale name-to- 
address mappings from being cached elsewhere. This precludes possible connection fail-
ures due to resolving mobile nodes to obsolete addresses. 

After the host current IP address is available, normal connection to the intended host 
follows (step 3). Suppose that the host moves again some time later and obtains a new IP 
address (step 4), the mobile host issues an ICMP Echo Request plus the afore-mentioned 
HID option towards its correspondent nodes (step 5a). Such an ICMP message is to no-
tify correspondent nodes about the mobile host new NID address so as to attract subse-
quent packets to the new location. Also, another DNS update is sent to the root DNS 
server to renew the host name-to-address mapping (step 5b). 
 
3.5 Address Translation  
 

The sequel describes strategies for an Internet host to structure a translation table 
that maps an HID to a proper NID. Packet translations take place transparently prior to 
sending or receiving datagrams by upper level protocols through IP machinery. This 
makes the IP addresses known to overlying protocols operate as invariant HIDs for pack-
ets address assignments.  
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3.5.1 Host-oriented addressing 
 

Initially void, a host-oriented translation table consists of 3-tupled entries, each of 
the form  

 
<HID, NID, Timeout>.  

 
The first two fields record the HID and NID in present use by a communication 

party, along with the remaining time to prune off the whole entry. The Timeout field is 
refreshed whenever the entry is accessed. We next illuminate how to maintain the table 
by means of Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Illustrating host-oriented translations. 

 
As far as a host is concerned, sessions originating from or terminated at the local IP 

address are carried out as normal communication activities; no entry is stored for the host 
in its local translation table. When the host moves later, e.g., from addresses ipm to ip′m, 
the table expands as follows:  
 
• All the NID fields matching ipm are changed to ip′m.  
• Another new entry is generated with HID and NID fields set to ipm and ip′m, respec-

tively, unless an identical entry has already existed. 
 
Subsequent to above operations exemplified in steps 3b and 9b of Fig. 5, the mobile 

host issues an immediate ICMP Echo Request plus an HID option (Fig. 3) that instructs 
correspondent nodes to update their own translation tables accordingly. 

For each outbound packet, the sending host examines the Packet’s source and desti-
nation addresses, say ipm and ipc, respectively, as indices to look up HIDs in its transla-
tion table. The corresponding NID of the ipm-matched entry is utilized in place of the 
packet’s source address. Such a replacement imposes an additional IP option indicating 
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the Source HID address ipm onto the packet. (See steps 6, 12a and 12b of Fig. 5 for an 
illustration.) On the other hand, the mapped NID of the ipc-valued entry, if any, substi-
tutes the packet’s destination address instead, with an extra Destination HID address ipc 
specified. Then routing process takes over. The recipient node will tell, from the attached 
HID option, correct traffic source or intended endpoints, and restore the packet as though 
it had arrived intact without address translations. 

Let pk.src and pk.dst denote the source and destination addresses, respectively, of a 
packet pk. Further, let r be an entry of type row that comprises the translation table R. 
We use r.HID and r.NID to represent the HID and NID fields of r, respectively. Our pro-
posal can then be summarized in Fig. 6. Observe that the Source HID Address option 
may be tagged with an ICMP Echo Request or piggybacked by users’ data messages. 

 
var new: row; 

R: set of row init ∅;  (* translation table *) 
Upon changing network addresses from ipm to ip′m: 

forall r ∈ R, r.NID = ipm do r.NID := ip′m; 
new.HID, new.NID := ipm, ip′m; 
R := R ∪ {new}; 
Send an ICMP Echo Request plus Source HID Address ipm to all correspondent nodes; 

For an outgoing packet pk: 
if r ∈ R: r.HID = pk.src ≠ r.NID then 

begin tag pk with Source HID Address pk.src; 
pk.src := r.NID 

end 
if r ∈ R: r.HID = pk.dst ≠ r.NID then 

begin tag pk with Destination HID Address pk.dst; 
pk.dst := r.NID  

end 
For an incoming packet pk: 

if Source HID Address, say ipm, is present then  
begin if ∄r ∈ R: r.HID = ipm then (* pk is ICMP message *) 

begin forall r ∈ R, r.NID = ipm do r.NID := pk.src; 
new.HID, new.NID := ipm, pk.src; 
R := R ∪ {new} 

end 
pk.src := ipm 

end 
Replace pk.dst with Destination HID Address, if any 

Fig. 6. Host-oriented addressing algorithm. 

 
3.5.2 Session-oriented addressing 

Each entry of a session-oriented translation table takes the form  

<HIDs, NIDs, pns, HIDd, NIDd, pnd, Timeout>, 

comprising both the HID and NID addresses together with a port number (pn) used by 
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two communication parties; subscripts s and d denote source and destination sites, re-
spectively, of the given connection. This translation mechanism is to facilitate TCP or 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) message exchanges which exploit port information. For 
reasoning, let us next consider Fig. 7, where a mobile host with original address ipm acti-
vates two telnet connections to some node at address ipc. 

 
Fig. 7. A scenario of session-oriented translations for telnet. 

 
On detecting a new session, we add an associated entry in the translation tables of 

both sides. This is fulfilled by the initiator host first depositing <ipm, ipm, 1234, ipc, ipc, 
23> in its maintained table (step 1). The source (destination) HID and NID are set to a 
common ipm until the host (destination node) changes its IP address. The host then directs 
data toward its correspondent node after having inspected each packet for proper NID 
modifications (step 2). In this case, however, packet flow proceeds without address al-
terations. Analogous to foregoing step 1, the recipient node will record the new session 
but reverses the order of endpoints (step 3). 

When acquiring a new address ip'm, the mobile host conducts actions: 
 
• All the NID fields of the local translation table recording ipm are reset to ip'm (step 5b 

or 12b for instance).  
• Send an ICMP Echo Request with Source HID ipm to correspondent nodes, so as to 

update their translation tables accordingly (step 6 or 13). 
 
For each outbound packet, the sending host finds an entry in its translation table 

whose HIDs, pns, HIDd, and pnd jointly define the packet’s endpoints. The NIDs and NIDd 
of the matched entry are then employed as the packet’s source and destination addresses, 
respectively. On reception through network delivery, the correspondent node compares 
the packet’s endpoints against quadruple NIDd, pnd, NIDs, and pns fields of the local 
translation table. The HIDd and HIDs of the matched entry are used to restore the packet's 
source and destination addresses, respectively. Given the notations of section 3.5.1, we 
formulate our leverage in Fig. 8. 
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Upon changing network addresses from ipm to ip′m: 
forall r ∈ R, r.NIDs = ipm do r.NIDs := ip′m; 
Send an ICMP Echo Request plus Source HID Address ipm to all correspondent nodes; 

For an outgoing packet pk: 
if r ∈ R : (r.HIDs = pk.src) ^ (r.pns = pk.pns) ^ (r.HIDd = pk.dst) ^ (r.pnd = pk.pnd) then 

pk.src, pk.dst := r.NIDs, r.NIDd; 
else begin new.HIDs, new.NIDs := pk.src; 

new.HIDd, new.NIDd := pk.dst; 
new.pns, new.pnd := pk.pns, pk.pnd; 
R := R ∪ {new} 

end 
For an incoming packet pk: 

if Source HID Address, say ipm, is present then 
forall r ∈ R, r.NIDd = ipm do r.NIDd := pk.src 

else if r ∈ R : (r.NIDd = pk.src) ^ (r.pnd = pk.pns) ^ (r.NIDs = pk.dst) ^ (r.pns = pk.pnd) then 
pk.src, pk.dst := r.HIDd, r.HIDs; 

else begin new.HIDs, new.NIDs := pk.dst; 
new.HIDd, new.NIDd := pk.src; 
new.pns, new.pnd := pk.pnd, pk.pns; 
R := R ∪ {new} 

end 
Fig. 8. Session-oriented addressing algorithm. 

 
Recall that packet’s source and destination addresses in conjunction with port num-

bers suffice to identify a TCP or UDP connection. Since full endpoints information is 
employed to look up the mapped identities in the translation table, HID options hereafter 
need not be attached with users’ data messages. 
 
3.5.3 Remarks 
 

The prescribed treatment saves HID options, thereby message space, from being 
conveyed in data packets. Hence it may be tempting to adopt session-oriented transla-
tions for TCP or UDP messages and host-oriented translations for other types of traffic. 
Such synergies support internetworking host mobility as well. 

Unlike the session-oriented operation tenet, the host-oriented scheme deals with in-
bound packets by restoring addresses in light of each carried HID option, rather than by 
referring to the translation table. Since multiple HIDs can be mapped to a common NID 
but not vice versa, mapping from NID to HID possibly leads to resolution conflicts. This 
behooves us to perform host-oriented address translations for incoming packets by ex-
ploiting other technique than table lookup. 

It is probable that a mobile host re-visits a network using the same, previously ac-
quired IP address. If this is the case, there will exist some entry in the host translation 
table with identical HID and NID values, i.e., address translations consulting the entry 
become redundant. For efficiency, we can refine our host-oriented scheme to bypass such 
ineffective translations. Alternatively, a coincident entry can be purged from the table as 
if the host never migrated out of the local network. 
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3.6 Fraud Control 
 

Each predefined ICMP message causing updates to translation tables requires au-
thentications, or one may masquerade as a communication party by signaling another 
peer to take over data sessions.1 For security, each mobile node generates its own public 
and secret encryption keys. The public key, to be shared between two communication 
parties, is sent along with a connection start-up, as depicted by step 1 of Fig. 9. In case 
the correspondent peer receives later an ICMP Echo Request for traffic redirection, a 
challenge-response procedure follows (steps 5 and 6.) Then redirecting packet flow is 
allowed only if twofold verifications at step 7 pass successfully. Otherwise, data stream 
proceeds from the correspondent node to the last authenticated location of the mobile 
host. 

 
Fig. 9. Message flow of the fraud control mechanism. 

 
3.7 Implementation 
 

Our proposal has been implemented in FreeBSD 4.4.1-Release. We incorporated 
host- and session-oriented translation mechanisms into the TCP/IP protocol suite. For 
non-TCP/UDP packets, we introduce new functions ip_input_new() and ip_output_new() 
into the operating system kernel. Function ip_input_new(), a variant to ip_input(), invokes 
the modified ip_dooptions() which is responsible for processing HID options. Function 
ip_output_new(), a variant to ip_output(), replaces an HID address with the corresponding 
NID address discovered on the host-oriented translation table and inserts an HID option 
in the packet header. For incoming TCP or UDP messages, tcp_input() and udp_input() 
replace both source and destination addresses with the HID addresses recorded on the 
session-oriented translation table. Regarding outgoing TCP or UDP messages, the HID 

 
1 This is referred to as connection hijacking in some literature. 
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addresses are changed to the NID addresses before calling function ip_output(). Note that 
the host- and session-oriented translation tables should be accessible to IP layer modules, 
since any receipt of ICMP Echo Requests with HID options will cause updates to the two 
tables. 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

The presented approach exhibits utilities in several aspects. First and foremost, 
datagram delivery paths are optimized in that mobility agents do not engage in routing 
procedure any longer, nor is additional tunneling required. Communication delay and 
network routers workload can be thereby reduced substantially. 
 
4.1 Heterogeneous System 
 

Our scheme is apt for deployment in a multi-tier system like wireless Local Area 
Networks and mobile telecommunication overlay architecture, where a mobile node with 
more than one radio access capabilities can roam around. An expository description of 
such architectures is given in [3]. As shown in Fig. 10, observe that variations in NID 
addresses due to switching between networking devices do not affect the HID address in 
the upper layer. Therefore, data sessions originated from or terminated at the HID ad-
dress will remain without disruption. 

 
Fig. 10. Dual-mode entity using our proposal (grayed part). 

 
Our scheme can also be easily tailored to fit into an IPv6 setting. Modifications in-

volve a shift to the IPv6 address size of 128 bits and using ICMPv6 Echo Request to 
trigger updates to translation tables. Methodology of translating packet headers and 
translation table maintenance in IPv4 contexts still applies. 

Another pragmatic consideration is to provide roaming support for IPv4 and IPv6 
interconnected networks. So far, there are no standard approaches to integrating Mobile 
IP and Mobile IPv6 [29]. With our scheme, nevertheless, a dual-stack mobile node aware 
of both IPv4 and IPv6 can migrate freely within such an interconnected environment. 
This is because our proposal operates where either protocol is running; an HID address, 
once determined, will behave as a static connection endpoint, irrespective of changing 
whatever attachment points to IPv4 or IPv6 networks. Therefore our decoupled address-
ing scheme enables mobility support across different network-layer protocol to be real-
ized in a unified way. 
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4.2 Inter-Operability Concerns 
 

Consider two nodes, only one of which implements the proposed mechanism. It can 
be seen that an in-between connection establishment is entirely feasible, because the two 
parties assign their current IP addresses to endpoints, and transport protocols thereon use 
the two addresses passed from the network layer to calculate the checksum. The node 
ignorant of our scheme validates the received datagrams' checksum correctly since the 
connection originator, though mobile, appears momentarily stationary like an ordinary 
Internet host. On the other hand, the mobile connection originator utilizes a fixed HID 
throughout (recall section 3.3) to verify the checksum accordingly. This session will re-
main effective until the mobile node moves elsewhere. 

In certain circumstances, certain network applications that perform packets’ address 
conversions midway internally need minor adaptations to exploit our scheme to the full. 
For instance, a Network Address Translation (NAT) server should update private and 
public IP address mappings upon intercepting an ICMP Echo Request with HID options 
originated from its managed network. 
 
4.3 Analogy to Mobile IP-Based Schemes 
 

For a better exposition of the proposed approach, several perspectives are high-
lighted. Note first that whatever schemes support host mobility requires some form of 
location updates. Location update messages are essentially an imperative in a mobile 
environment. Although our architecture does not subsume any home agents, our ap-
proach employs the DNS server for location tracking as opposed to registrations with 
home agents in Mobile IP. We neither eliminate the cost of location updates, nor impose 
unacceptably extra signaling overhead in this regard (as compared with Mobile IP.) 

For route optimization, we introduce an address translation table to offer direct 
message exchanges between communication parties. Our translation table appears to 
function like the binding cache on a correspondent node in Mobile IP (or Mobile IPv6). 
However, an important distinction lies in that the translation table is maintained for proc-
essing inbound and outbound packets, whereas the binding cache for outbound data-
grams only. In addition, our scheme does not deliver packets by means of tunneling. This 
mitigates the load on networks and routers along delivery paths through the Internet. 
 
4.4 Remarks  
 

In our architecture, we rely on the DNS server for address resolution. If a mobile 
host does not ever change its IP address (i.e., the host behaves as a fixed node), the host 
remains reachable throughout. However, when the host moves and switches its address, 
correspondent nodes can no longer locate the mobile host without using its domain name. 
Despite this potential weakness, we advocate leveraging the use of DNS for location 
tracking for the following reasons:  

 
• The Internet employs domain names and DNS servers to keep the availability of hosts 

because associated IP addresses might change from time to time. It is also very com-
mon that Internet service subscribers do not own fixed IP addresses from their ISPs 
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(Internet Service Provides) but require dynamic allocation upon each login. In other 
words, DNS lookup for hosts are common occurrences in practice. Therefore, in line 
with such conventions, we choose to update the name-to-address mappings for mobile 
hosts to the widely-deployed DNS server.  

• IPv6 is gaining prevalence. In the forthcoming IPv6, each host shall be associated 
with a 128-bit address. We argue that a long address is hardly mnemonic and people 
tend to first contact DNS for host address resolution. This trend implies that commu-
nication without using domain name is becoming less likely in the near future. 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section demonstrates quantitative comparisons of the proposed approach with 
Mobile IP and Mobile IPv6 under a parameter setting listed below. 

 
Bandwidth over a local wireless link      11 Mbps 
Bandwidth over the Internet        100 Mbps 
Bit error rate in a wireless cell             10-5 
Bit error rate in wired internetworks         10-11 
Routing latency                    0.5 ms 
HID option size in IPv4         7 or 10 bytes 
Size of extra encapsulated IPv4 header     20 bytes 
HID option size in IPv6             20 bytes 
Size of Mobile IPv6 Destination Option    20 bytes 
 
Communication environment under discussion is simulated using an 8 × 8 wrap- 

around mesh,2 where each cell represents the coverage area of a wireless subnetwork. A 
mobile host, home agent, and correspondent node are positioned arbitrarily on the grid at 
the outset. Then, after an exponentially distributed period of sojourn time, the host moves 
randomly to one of four neighbor cells. Packets sent by the host within a cell is Poisson 
distributed with parameter λ (10 packets/second) in number, while geometric distributed 
with parameter 0.5 in size. 

Since our approach can be applied to IPv4 or IPv6 network environment, figures in 
the sequel compare our approach with counterpart Mobile IP and Mobile IPv6, respec-
tively. Mobile IP under discussion does not provide route optimization (referred to as 
base Mobile IP). Performance metrics of interest include communication delay, packet 
error rate, overhead of packet size and operation time, and packet loss during handoffs. 
The horizontal axis of all figures below marks what percentage of overall data traffic 
TCP or UDP messages account for. 
 
5.1 Communication Delay 
 

Communication delay refers to the average elapsed time of delivering a packet from 
a mobile host to its correspondent node. This measure can be approximated as 

2 Similar models can be found in [16, 17]. 
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packet sizeCommunication delay =  + (routing latency) (hop count).
network bandwidth

×  (1) 

Here routing latency represents the processing time of an intermediate router; hop 
count indicates how many routers a packet traverses in delivery path. 

 
(a) In IPv4 contexts.                         (b) In IPv6 contexts. 

Fig. 11. Communication delay versus the amount of TCP/UDP traffic. 

 
Fig. 11 (a) shows that in terms of communication delay, our scheme outperforms 

Mobile IP by around 37%. This performance gain is ascribed to two main factors. First, 
Mobile IP tunneling encapsulates datagrams, causing more message space overhead than 
ours. Message space overhead means parts of a normal packet excluding the actual 
header and data payload. Therefore, a tunneled packet results in a message space over-
head of one additional packet header, namely 20 bytes, whereas our scheme introduces 
HID options potentially at a space overhead of 7 or 10 bytes. Another reason for our out-
performance is that communication path in Mobile IP may form non-optimal triangle 
route. Transmission time thus increases as passing through transit routers. 

From Fig. 11 (b), it can be seen that our approach outperforms Mobile IPv6 by up to 
10 . Mobile IPv6 takes optimal routes, as does our scheme, implying that the term (rout-
ing latency) × (hop count) of Eq. (1) should be identical in both schemes. However, mes-
sage space overheads differ. Recall that our scheme does not attach any HID options to 
TCP or UDP messages (section 3.5.2.) This is not the case for Mobile IPv6 carrying Des-
tination Option headers. Hence, our message space overhead reduces as there is more and 
more TCP or UDP traffic in the network. This contributes to less add-on to packets. 
Shorter packets facilitate network transfer, reducing overall communication delay. 
 
5.2 Packet Error Rate 
 

The second performance index concerns at what rate datagrams cannot arrive intact 
at intended destinations. We define this metrics, packet error rate, as a ratio of error-free 
packets received by the destination node to total packets sent by the mobile host during a 
time interval. Given prescribed respective bit error rates for wireless cells (10-5) and 
wired internetworks (10-11), Fig. 12 (a) compares our packet error rate against that of 
base Mobile IP scheme. Our scheme can achieve better data transfer thanks to shorter  
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(a) In IPv4 contexts.                         (b) In IPv6 contexts. 

Fig. 12. Packet error rate versus the amount of TCP/UDP traffic. 

 
packet size, since our scheme attaches HID options of 7 or 10 bytes, in contrast with Mo-
bile IP imposing additional encapsulation headers of 20 bytes. Another cause is routing 
detour in Mobile IP, because lengthy conveyance of a larger datagram is more likely to 
undergo corruption in transit. 

Fig. 12 (b) indicates also that our approach outperforms Mobile IPv6 in terms of 
packet error rate. Further, such performance gain becomes more pronounced along with 
the increase in TCP or UDP messages. As stated earlier, plain TCP or UDP messages 
without carrying extension headers or HID options suffice in our architecture. On the 
contrary, Mobile IPv6 uses Routing Headers or Destination Options for correct message 
delivery. Hence, when the network traffic is mostly TCP- or UDP-oriented, packets in 
our architecture are comparatively compact in size and susceptible to efficient network 
transmission. Since TCP and UDP dominate today’s Internet, our proposal is arguably 
well suited to wireless internetworking environment in respect of communication delay 
and packet error rate. 
 
5.3 Overhead Considerations  
 

This subsection considers the overhead of applying our approach as opposed to 
counterpart schemes. First, our proposal demands message space to accommodate HID 
options that are tagged with other types of packets than TCP or UDP. In contrast, Mobile 
IP encapsulates packets for tunneling, whereas Mobile IPv6 includes extension headers 
in each datagram, both representing another form of message space overhead. To formu-
late relative impacts, we define a normalized expression of this overhead to be m/(base IP 
header length + m + IP payload length), where m denotes the number of octets in a packet 
for mobility support purposes. For instance, m in our architecture is 7 or 10, but 20 in 
Mobile IP. 

Fig. 13 shows that the proposed approach incurs least message space overhead. Figs. 
13 (a) and (b) outline the results collected from an IPv4 networking scenario. In Figs. 13 
(c) and (d), we assume 19 bytes of HID options carried by an IPv6 packet ⎯ 1 byte for 
Next Header, 1 for Length, 1 for Src/Dst, and 16 for the IPv6 HID Address fields, respec-
tively (see Fig. 1). 
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(a) Case: 5 bytes of IP payload.                (b) Case: 1,000 bytes of IP payload. 

 
(c) Case 5: bytes of IPv6 payload.             (d) Case: 1,000 bytes of IPv6 payload. 

Fig. 13. Message space overhead versus the amount of TCP/UDP traffic. 

 
As far as our proposal is concerned, another overhead stems from extra operations 

in the TCP/IP protocol stack that map HID to NID addresses or vice versa in translation 
tables. It can be seen that such operations essentially equate table lookups and pose in-
significant time complexity if the table is manipulated in a binary tree fashion. In that 
case, letting n denote the total number of entries present, both search and insert opera-
tions cost O(log n) time. Furthermore, in practice, most operating systems allow for some 
certain maximum number of concurrent connections in action. Thus the overhead of ad-
ditional interactions with TCP/IP protocols will not unduly impair our approach. 
 
5.4 Packet Loss during Handoffs 
 

Each handoff of a mobile host introduces a blackout period during which the system 
learns to re-locate the host. Datagrams meant for such a migrant node cannot reach the 
destination, causing traffic stream disruptions. This adverse effect, however, does not 
lead to connection breakages but degraded network throughput, since lost packets will be 
retransmitted by higher-level, reliable transport protocols. 

Packet loss experienced by a mobile host can be formulated as a product of how 
long the blackout period lasts and the rate at which datagrams address to that host. The 
blackout interval in our architecture begins when the host departs from currently attached 
network and terminates when correspondent nodes receive ICMP Echo Requests from 
the host indicating its switch over to a new network. This amounts nearly to a round trip 
time, τ1, between the mobile host and correspondent nodes. (Another latency of acquiring 
an address from some local DHCP server is neglected here because the transit delay of 
messages across internetworks appears dominant.) In contrast, the blackout period for 
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Mobile IP reflects a round-trip time, τ2, between the mobile host and its home agent. It 
can be seen that our scheme suffers less packet loss than Mobile IP does if τ1 < τ2, be-
cause the packet arrival rate addressing a mobile host is nearly identical in the two sub-
ject approaches. Otherwise, lost packets in our scheme outnumber those in Mobile IP. 
The difference of packet loss relative to τ2 per handoff can be expressed as  

1 2

2

| |
.

τ τ
τ
−

 

Note that τ1 and τ2 are closely related to user mobility dynamics and geographical 
dispersion of the mobile host, correspondent nodes, and the home agent. 

When the mobility rate is low for infrequent handoff, packet loss will become less 
suffering. Nevertheless, comparisons of our scheme with Mobile IPv6 in this dimension 
can be reasoned similarly. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presented a design and an implementation to support host mobility in 
wireless internetworking environment. We dealt with a central problem that communica-
tion session setups on a mobile host are no longer statically bound to the local IP address. 
In practice, we let a mobile host use two IP addresses for network- and higher-layer iden-
tifications, respectively, and devise a mapping table to associate the two identities. Pack-
ets to or from a session endpoint undergo with reference to the table proper address 
translations before delivery. Network applications are thus enabled to send or receive 
their traffic under the illusion of a typical TCP/IP protocol suite beneath. Without ex-
ploiting any mobility agents, our scheme operates in an end-to-end fashion; packets trav-
erse optimized routes toward destinations, while free from being ingress filtered. 

We contrived two data structures for a mapping table, over which three translation 
techniques were developed. The first is for general-purpose use, the next particularly for 
TCP or UDP messages carrying port numbers, whilst the third amalgamates prior two 
strategies. Addresses associations result from querying the Domain Name System or are 
gleaned implicitly from direct message exchanges between two communication parties. 
In addition, whenever changing to a new IP address, a mobile host initiates secure up-
dates to its root name server in order to prevent name-to-address records from being 
cached elsewhere. This avoids possible connection faults because of resolving the host to 
an outdated address. Furthermore, the mobile host issues a control message, ICMP Echo 
Request carrying a predefined HID option, to notify correspondent nodes about its new 
location. Upon reception, each correspondent node will update its own translation table 
accordingly. 

Simulation results show that our scheme remarkably outperforms Mobile IP and 
Mobile IPv6 in terms of communication delay, packet error rate, and excess datagram 
size. Performance aspects in operational overhead within the TCP/IP protocol stack and 
potential packet loss due to handoffs are also addressed. Other than quantitative com-
parisons, qualitative discussions reveal that our proposal is apropos to heterogeneous 
networking applications. 
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As a potential weakness, our approach cannot rule out the possibility that the loca-
tion update procedure by a mobile host (due to movements) is progressing, while a new 
correspondent node contacts the DNS server to resolve the host current address. In this 
event, the resolved address may be stale such that the correspondent node cannot cor-
rectly direct messages to the mobile host. This leads to connection-establishment failure 
or packet loss. Such adverse effects could be recovered by higher-level protocols query-
ing the DNS server some time later again and retransmitting packets. We believe that 
such adverse effects are rare as well, since it is unlikely for a DNS query to coincide with 
an in-progress dynamic DNS update because the update is a lightweight procedure and 
can be completed shortly. 

To conclude this study, we stress three directions for future work. The first is con-
cerned with security. Section 3.6 described a fraud control mechanism that could be en-
trenched as part of the proposed framework. Aside from such authentication considera-
tions, there are issues, namely authorization, non-repudiation, and encryption key distri-
bution that merit more thorough investigations. Second, a smooth handoff procedure fa-
cilitating communication activities will add strength to the proposed scheme. Our devel-
opment relies on upper layer protocols to recover lost datagrams (section 5.4), which, 
however, does not impair this scheme but might cost nontrivial network resource. Given 
substantial research on smooth handoff nowadays, any efficient technique can be appli-
cable to our architecture. Last but not least, it is expected that future wireless Internet 
comprises multi-tier overlay networks providing mobile users with richer multimedia 
services. As outlined in section 4.1, our scheme forms a generic, convergent base sup-
porting users to roam amongst heterogeneous networks. Further elaborations are defi-
nitely required to streamline our development into underlying network operations. 
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